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  ABSTRACT 
This paper presents an ontology-driven representation of knowledge for geological maps. 
The ontological formal language allows for a machine-readable encoding of the Earth 
scientist’s interpretation through semantic categories and properties and is credited to 
support knowledge sharing and interoperability.  
We introduce an ontology-driven method for the interpretation and the encoding of the 
map data that employs shared vocabularies and resources encoded through ontologies in 
order to prevent the use of ambiguous terms. The approach relies on a computational 
ontology of the geological knowledge (OntoGeonous), which formalizes a number of 
geological knowledge sources (including GeoScienceML), to guide the interpretation 
process. The design of the database underlying the map (OntoGeoBase) constrains the 
process of data entry to refer to the terminology conveyed by the taxonomic-axiomatic 
nature of the ontology. 
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This reduces the amount of implicit knowledge favouring a conceptual alignment of the 
ancillary documentation with the map, leading to a better comprehension of map and 
allowing  the traceability of the interpretation.  
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the last two decades, the major methodological innovation in the production of 
geological maps has essentially concerned the usage of tablets and small size PC’s, equipped 
with a GIS software, directly on the field (see, e.g., ​McCaffrey et al., 2005; ​Pavlis et al., 2010; 
Whitmeyer et al., 2010, DeDonatis et al., 2016). This technological advance favoured the 
acquisition of information in a digital format since the beginning of the mapping process in 
the field, in a suitable way for data reworking and sharing. However, the remarkable 
advantages brought about by these IT innovations have mainly addressed the digital 
recording and representation of spatial data. Some important features, such as the 
interoperability and the unambiguity of data, has not been addressed by these new 
technologies. This paper focuses mostly on the final step of the digital mapping process, i.e. 
the representation of geological knowledge in maps and in particular the disambiguation of 
concepts through the semantic formalization. Semantic formalization of concepts ​is 
conceived to address the peculiarities of the domain, allows abstracting objects from the 
real world to the information world, while the implementation of the resulting database will 
be driven by the logical constraints provided by a computational ontology. 
The semantics-informed design of the database through a computational ontology, although 
largely debated in the literature ​(Uschold 2015)​,​ fits the ​problems of geological knowledge 
representation in maps, since it: (i) focuses on the formal definition of classes (or categories, 
where the instances are members of classes; (ii) provides strong constraints (axioms) to 
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convey data meaning, together with categories, for consistency and reasoning; (iii) comes 
with reasoning algorithms, to infer new information. In fact, the ontological approach is 
valuable when the encoding of human thinking is a crucial issue with respect to data 
encoding (Uschold 2015). We claim that the importance of the terminological issue as well 
as the engagement of the Earth scientists in the design process is paramount in geological 
mapping​, ​especially in the light of terminological effort promoted by the international 
committees that goes together with the ontological development (more on this below). 
It is known that geological mapping largely consists in a process of inferencing (Brodaric, 
2004; Balestro & Piana, 2007; Loudon, 2009; 2011) because, in geology, rocks often 
document events that are inferred to have occurred, and not directly observed  . 
2
Consequently, from the observation of rocks and landforms on the field to the production of 
a geological map, many decisions are taken, and many of them are influenced by pre 
existing models of the geological evolution of the map area. Moreover, in the geological 
maps much of the knowledge is implicit (tacit knowledge, such as fundamental principles, 
intended meanings and assumptions). This working method may cause a loss of 
reproducibility of the data, because of the difficulty to separate data from interpretations, in 
contrast with the paradigm of the self-correcting nature of science. Therefore, we believe 
that the ontological approach, with its formal and explicit representation format, can 
effectively guide the representation of geological knowledge on maps. An 
ontology-consistent description of the mapped features requires to make explicit much 
information (namely, classes, properties, and axioms) and leads to a retractable path of 
interpretation. The ontology axioms can unambiguously encode the relationships of the 
geologic features with some Geologic Event, which is the key to the reconstruction of the 




geological history of the map area. All such explicit information is expressed in a 
machine-readable language, which allows for the automatic inference (reasoning), and the 
consistency checking. 
 
In this paper, we employ ontologies for the formal representation of geologic knowledge 
and the consequent conceptual design of the database schema to address explicitly the 
interpretation of the mapped features. As a proof of concept, we also describe how to 
translate the conceptual schema into a logical database schema through a well-known GIS 
software. Further, the use of computational ontologies improves the employment of shared 
vocabularies, which in turn support interoperability and data sharing. Nowadays, effective 
data sharing, through the reference to a common framework (e.g., GeoScienceML ) is still 
3
rarely supported by geology data infrastructures. Several initiatives aimed at providing a 
knowledge infrastructure for geosciences addressed a number of issues in the literature. 
Certain approaches have provided wide scope analyses, which have sketched the scenarios 
of the infrastructure, such as business models, the assessment of the needs, the formal 
specification of the requirements (Buller, 2005; Brodaric and Gahegan, 2006; Raskin, 2006) 
Reitsma et al., 2009; Loudon, 2011). Other approaches have provided some concrete 
implementations, from the early database schemata (Laxton and Becken, 1996) to the tools 
for the collection of field data (Dey and Ghosh, 2008) and the definition of standard 
vocabularies for the harmonization of terminology (Raymond et al., 2016). Many of these 
initiatives have promoted the usage of ontologies as the major tool for the maintenance of 
the knowledge assets within the geoscience community or the survey organizations 
(Howard et al., 2009) or for addressing the issue of data heterogeneity ​(Abel et al., 2015​) and 
3 http://geosciml.org/ , visited on 12 September 2019 
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have developed ontologies for limited domains, such as, e.g., field activities (Brodaric, 2004; 
Hwang, 2012; Boyd, 2016), geochronological periods (Ma et al., 2011), lithological materials 
(Richard, 2006; Sinha et al., 2006; CGI SimpleLithology ), algorithmic interpretation of 
4
sedimentary facies for the individuation of geologic processes (​Carbonera et al., 2015). 
Recently, we have been developing a logical framework for joining the efforts of the 
rigorousness of the ontological approach with the standardization of vocabularies, and we 
have applied the knowledge base to inform the terminology of a geological mapping process 
(Piana et al., 2017a,b; Lombardo et al., 2018). The method used here for the description and 
sharing of the geological knowledge in a map is to leverage on ontology OntoGeonous ;  
5 6
(Lombardo et al., 2018), which axiomatizes the vocabularies, UML schemata and natural 
language definitions provided by GeoScienceML and other knowledge sources. We have 
designed a geodatabase, named OntoGeoBase, in which the process of data entry is 
terminologically constrained through the ontological terms. 
In line with other approaches that pursue the alignment of representation (such as, e.g., Cox 
and Richard, 2015),  we address the general representation of geological knowledge by 
encoding the general statements reported in the international standard documentation 
(such GeoScienceML, INSPIRE, SWEET) and by encoding the specific statements related to 
the geological map in a consistent way with respect to such general statements.  Since the 
realisation of a geological map is a ​synthesys​ process that usually requires many decisions 
and choices among different interpretative solutions, we believe that an ontological 
approach grounded on a robust semantic knowledge could allow for a reduction of 
4 http://resource.geosciml.org/vocabulary/cgi/201211/simplelithology.rdf 
5 https://www.di.unito.it/wikigeo/index.php?title=Pagina_principale 
6 ​Note for the reader: here we report names of classes, items and properties from the ontology. All these 
names are always in the singular form and they are typed without the space between the words, in Camel 
case, as typical of computer languages: items and classes start with a capital letter (e.g., GeologicUnit), 
properties start with a lowercase letter (e.g., hasGeologicUnit). 
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ambiguities and/or implicit knowledge. We claim that the adherence to the international 
standards puts our approach in a wider perspective in terms of reusability and 
interoperability. 
The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we report about the current state of the art, 
i.e. how digital geological mapping has become a common practice in the last decades, and 
how it shaped, in some countries, the operative framework of the national mapping 
projects. Section 3 presents the background technologies for our approach, namely the 
existing standard vocabularies and their encoding into the ontology OntoGeonous. Section 
4, the core of the paper, reports on how the ontology can account for the interpretation of 
the geological knowledge to be reported in the map. As a proof of concept, Section 5 
describes how we can shape the OntoGeoBase schema from the ontology axioms and 
properties. Section 6 discusses the novelties and the impact of our approach on the 




2. STATE OF ART IN GEOLOGICAL MAPPING AND VOCABULARIES  
In this section, we address the state of the art in the current methods of digital geological 
mapping, its standardization, and the role of shared vocabularies. With the expression 
“Digital geological mapping”, we intend all the processes that lead to creation of a map, 
from the beginning of the working process (and directly in the field) to the sharing of the 
geological map and its contained knowledge. In this paper, however, we focus on the 
representation of the data contained in a geological map compliant with the standard 
vocabularies. As a proof of concept, in Section 5 we introduce some operative tools for the 
geological mapping. 
Due to a huge improvement in the techniques of data acquisition, geologic data 
(observations, graphic representations and measurements) have been progressively 
transferred from paper to electronic devices supporting GIS software. Many geologists have 
experienced these techniques in different types of applications, ​such as​ the fieldwork for 
the digital geological mapping (Pavlis et al., 2010) and the geo-engineering works with a 3D 
representation (Pavlis et al., 2017; Thum and De Paoli, 2015; Ambrosi and Scapozza, 2015).  
The advantages of the digital geological mapping techniques are (i) a faster and more 
accurate data collecting, (ii) easier management of large amount of data (either before or 
during the field work), (iii) more efficient sharing of data (De Donatis et al., 2016). 
However, this condition is effective only in the case of a standard usage of the technologies 
and language ​(not so frequent at present, Mookerjee et al., 2015),​ and if the “collection” of 
data is strictly tailored to the project task (in geology, data collection is often discriminated 
and interpreted since the very beginning of their acquisition process). 
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Several National Geological Surveys have manifested the necessity of a standard approach 
and of controlled vocabularies for the geological mapping process, usually addressing the 
database information entry (Richard, 2003; Tudor and Gheucă, 2009; Tiainen et al., 2008; 
van Gasselt and Nass, 2010; NMBGMR, 2018 ). 
7
For example, during the 80’s,​ ​the Italian Geological Survey launched a National Mapping 
Program (named CARG project ), to produce spatially continuous and coherent geological 
8
maps for the whole Italian territory at 1:50,000 scale, compliant with the European 
standards of​ those times​, and provided with a common database. This  allowed for a 
significant conceptual improvement of the geological mapping process. Nevertheless, the 
CARG geodatabase structure, lacking of controlled vocabularies or conceptual maps for the 
representation of the relations over the geological entities, displays a number of ambiguities 
in the representation of the geologic features. 
More recent national geological mapping projects are from the UK and Austria. The 
DiGMapGB  by BGS is a ​synthesis​ geological map of UK, equipped with a database for the 9
geologic units. However, the terms employed for the database implementation are only 
compliant with the British vocabularies, with “traditional” and well rooted terms  that are 
10
compliant with the Digital National Framework (DNF), “a model for the integration of 
geographic information of all kinds” (Holland, 2001). DNF only applies at a national level 
(UK), although it largely overlaps with EU INSPIRE in terms of consistency and 
interoperability (Laxton and Duffy, 2011). The Geological Survey of Austria recently shared 
7 NMBGMR Draft Geologic Data Model - v. 1.0.4 Overview; Created by: ​Adam S. Read​, ​Geoff Rawling​, ​Daniel 
J.Koning​, ​Gretchen Hoffman​, ​Sean D. Connell​, ​J. Michael Timmons​, David McCraw, Glen Jones, ​Mark Mansell​, & 
Shannon Williams; Revised: 27-Jul-2018; https://geoinfo.nmt.edu/statemap/datamodel/#top 
8 http://www.isprambiente.gov.it/en/cartography/geological-and-geothematic-maps?set_language=en 
9 https://www.bgs.ac.uk/products/digitalmaps/DiGMapGB.html 
10 Principles of the BGS Rock Classification Scheme https://www.bgs.ac.uk/bgsrcs/home.html 
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online a Geological Map at 1:1.000.000 scale  by implementing a WebGIS Service, where 
11
the properties of several geological object classes can be queried. The geodatabase leans on 
a Thesaurus consisting of native vocabularies, partially consistent with some authoritative 
sources such as NADM - North American Data Model (2003), GeoScienceML and INSPIRE, as 
well as some reference papers (Neuendorf et al., 2005; Hintersberger et al., 2017). 
The idea of a global standard for geological mapping was born in USA, with the goal of 
producing a unified data model (NADM) for geologic cartography, exploitable to align 
geological maps of all the US territory . Its intention was also to provide guidelines for the 
12
design and filling of a database  (Johnson et al, 1999). NADM (2003) has provided a 
13
vocabulary with the definitions of the terms as well as UML schemata that represent the 
relations over the concepts. This work paved the road to the IUGS Commission for the 
Management and Application of Geoscience Information (CGI), which developed UML 
schemata for the geological knowledge, representing the relations between the objects 
(Geological Features) and concepts commonly used in the geological maps. 
The development of digital mapping techniques of the last two decades and the consequent 
increased capacities of data sharing (Pavlis et al., 2010; De Donatis et al., 2016) has pushed 
forward the requirements for sharing and alignment of geoscientific information. In this 
context, the initiative carried out by the CGI Commission, named “GeoScienceML”  gains a 
14
notable relevance.  
GeoScienceML is a data model standard for the general organization of the geological 
knowledge​ (Sen and Duffy, 2005), consisting of a number of vocabularies (provided by CGI, 







geological concepts as classes, with  their hierarchy, through broader-narrower relationship 
or through UML diagrams.  
These standards have been reformulated by the INSPIRE directive , which aims to create a 
15
European Union spatial data infrastructure. INSPIRE embeds GeoScienceML as its data 
model standard for the exchange of geological information over the countries of the 
European Union (Data Specification on Geology, version 3.0 ) by adopting some of the 
16
fifteen packages of GeoScienceML (e.g., GeologicUnit, GeologicStructure, Geomorphology, 
GeologicAge, Borehole, EarthMaterial..., see GeoScienceML Cookbook for INSPIRE ). 
17
Controlled vocabularies provide a standard terminology to be shared between countries 
(and languages).  
Notwithstanding the initiatives above, the mapped features of geological maps (geologic 
units, geologic structures and geomorphological features) are, in the current geomapping 
practices, mostly described with a high level of detail, referring to complex hierarchy 
relations, but rarely in a way that is compliant with standard vocabularies. To describe the 
“4D” (3D + Time) geological complexity, geoscientists often use non-standardized terms (cf., 
e.g., Tectonostratigraphic Unit), thus leading to some level of ambiguity. 
3. ONTOGEONOUS AND THE ONTOLOGIES FOR THE GEOSCIENCES 
Computational ontologies has proved to be effective in sense disambiguation (see, e.g., 
Navigli and Velardi, 2005)​. ​Ontology OntoGeonous concerns the definition of the geological 
features, which are encoded into formally axiomatized classes, including properties 
15 https://inspire.ec.europa.eu/ 





between concepts (see also Lombardo et al., 2018). Here we review ontology OntoGeonous 
and the major properties employed in the representation of geological knowledge in maps.  
Ontologies usually provide the semantic backbone for the knowledge graph of entities and 
concepts (Reitsma et al, 2009). There are a number of ontologies in the field of geosciences: 
- a top-level ontology of the entities in the universe (SWEET ontology, ​Semantic Web for 
Earth and Environmental Terminology,​ Raskin and Pan, 2005; Raskin, 2006 ) was 
18
created by NASA to organize a huge amount of data concerning the planetary realm, 
and can provide the upper level knowledge that contextualizes the geologic features; 
- some ontologies have been developed in some specific knowledge domains of 
geological sciences, e.g., ontology of fracture (Zhong et al., 2009), ontology for 
geologic time scale (Ma, 2011), Structural Geo-Ontology (Babaie et al.,2006), Simple 
Lithology and others; differently from SWEET, the latter provide a detailed 
19
knowledge encoding for some limited domain of interest.  
OntoGeonous, the ontology we developed in the context of the geological mapping process, 
is positioned at a “middle” layer, linking the top-level SWEET ontology with the specific 





20 As far as we know, this is the first case of middle layer, defined as comprehensive of geoscience concepts 
that are not related to a specific application and connected to both top and domain layers. By “middle layer 
ontologies” we intend ontologies that are limited to a discipline, such as geosciences, kept distinct from 
top-layer concepts (such as, e.g., process, chemical substance, or geometrical object), domain ontologies (e.g., 




Fig.1 Overview of OntoGeonous (modified after Lombardo et al., 2017). The triangles (labelled with rectangles) 
represent the main classes included in the ontology; grey bold arrows link the various subclasses to the main 
classes; the relations (properties) between classes are represented by blue thin arrows. 
 
OntoGeonous (Lombardo et al., 2018) is a merged set of computational ontologies that has 
been realized through the OWL encoding of the definitions reported in authoritative 
resources, here listed (see Fig.1 for an overview and the dedicated Wiki pages  for the 
21
axiom encoding process):  
● GeoScienceML (Version 4.1, 2015 ) and INSPIRE (​Infrastructure for Spatial 22
Information in Europe)  condensed into the GeoScienceML + INSPIRE cookbook 
23






● top-level ontology NASA SWEET  for environmental and Earth system science terms;  24
● various vocabularies of specific subdomains of geologic knowledge ,​ e.g.,​ the 25
lithology domain vocabulary “SimpleLithology” ;  
26
● the ICS Geological Time Scale Ontology (Ma, 2011) as a subtaxonomy of the 
Geochronologic Unit class of SWEET Representation (actually the hierarchical path 
Representation - NumericalEntity - Interval - Duration - GeochronologicUnit). 
As devised by the UML schemata in GeoScienceML, the core of the geologic knowledge in 
OntoGeonous is a taxonomy rooted by the class GeologicFeature, which encompasses the 
geologic core knowledge, related to 1) MappedFeature, i.e. the spatial extent of the 
geologic feature on the map, 2) GeoChronologicUnit, rooted by the ICS GTS taxonomy, 3) 
CGIVocabularyTerm (an OntoGeonous taxonomy for CGI vocabularies), which provide 
specific concepts for several subdomains, such as those of Earth materials, and other 
abstract descriptions in GeoScienceML. 
GeologicFeature is subdivided into four sub-taxonomies, namely GeologicUnit (the bodies of 
some material), GeologicStructure (configurations or patterns in which the geologic units 
are arranged), GeomorphologicFeature (the landforms), GeologicEvent (relevant events in 
geologic history). These classes have in turn subclasses. The relations between the classes 
are represented by the properties, distinguished in two types, namely ObjectProperties (OP, 
connecting two instances) and DataProperties (DP, when the range is not a conceptual class, 
but a scalar value of some type, such as, a boolean, a string, a number). Tab.1 shows some 
examples of properties (namely, the ones necessary for the classification of an instance in 







Tab.1​ List of the properties needed for the classification of the instances of GeologicStructure class and 
subclasses. Each property has a type (Object property: OP; Data property: DP), a textual description of its 
meaning, the accepted values and the Geologic Structure type which the property refers to (defining classes) 
and the label used in the columns of OntoGeoBase. ​In the column “Defining Class”, SDS is the abbreviation for 
“ShearDisplacementStructure”  
 
Every term and concept of the ontologies and UML schemata becomes a class in one of the 
OntoGeonous taxonomies and it is provided with a definition expressed through an axiom 
written in a machine-readable language. The axiom, reporting the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for an item to be included in a given class, is composed by a number of 
properties organized with the operators AND/OR. The classes instantiate the individuals to 
describe specific cases, the individuals must satisfy the axioms of the class definition in 
order to be classified properly through an automated reasoning process. Fig.2 shows the 
relations (expressed by the properties - arrows) between the individuals (instances) of the 
ontology. Some are real objects from a geological map (“Canova Fault” and “Areniti di 
Tonengo”; Geological Map of Piemonte, Piana et al., 2017a), others are terms from standard 
15 
 
vocabularies (e.g., Lithology). Through the ontology, the relations between the items and 
the terms that describe them are explicit, formalized and unambiguous.  
 
Fig.2 Relations between some individual instances of OntoGeonous (from Geological Map of Piemonte, Piana et 
al., 2017a). The instance CanovaFault (GeologicStructure class) and Areniti di Tonengo (GeologicUnit class) 
belong to hierarchical classes (represented by triangles) and have relations (blue arrows) with other instances 
(represented by sharp rectangles). The colour of the graphics indicates which ontology a given class belongs to: 
CGI in white, GeologicFeature (GeoScienceML) in brown, Representation (SWEET) in grey and its subclass 
GeochronologicUnit in light blue. 
 
The use of the formal language has the advantage of making explicit concepts (in the form 
of classes) and relations over classes and instances; moreover, the machine-readable 
encoding could allow for setting up automated services that account for a number of tasks.  
16 
 
In addition, building an ontology based on international standards (CGI vocabularies and 
GeoScienceML schema)  make the ontological resource interoperable with other domains. 
For example, the application of the SKOS framework  allows for conceptual terms to be 
27
associated with ​lexical labels​; ​In particular, ​there are tags for identifying the language to 
which some label belongs. For example, "en" stands for English, "ja" for Japanese, and “it” 
for Italian.  
At the current stage of development, despite the existence of standard controlled 
vocabularies licensed by international committees and ontologies to connect them to, a 
general method that applies the encoded knowledge is still lacking. This paper proposes an 
approach for a knowledge-driven geological mapping, with an implemented prototype as a 
proof of concept, where the OntoGeonous knowledge base drives the design of a 
geodatabase (OntoGeoBase).  
4. ONTOGEONOUS FOR THE GEOLOGICAL MAP REPRESENTATION 
The geological map is a synthesis and interpretation of a wide range of data sources 
(Harrison, 1963), implemented in the frame of interpretative and historically based 
geological reasoning (Frodeman, 1995). Different vocabularies and concepts are to be 
considered, depending on which kind of geological features we want to highlight in the map. 
One of the relevant difficulties in understanding geological maps relies on the fact that they 
are actually four-dimensional data systems, where the fourth dimension of time is crucial to 
understand the relations between the represented geological features.  
A basic geological map is usually intended as a lithostratigraphic map, representing two 




geological map also represents geomorphological features (landforms) and many other 
specific punctual features (such as springs, fossil-rich sites, …). All these instances were 
originated by some geologic event in the Earth’s history, which should be encoded in a 
chronological list of all the geologic events occurred in a given geologic time span. These 
four essential group of items are the four major classes of OntoGeonous, borrowed from 
GeoScienceML: GeologicStructure, GeologicUnit and GeomorphologicFeature correspond to 
actual features in the map, GeologicEvent is a conceptual feature not directly represented in 
the map, but elicited by such features and reported as an attribute of the corresponding 
specific instances.  
To avoid ambiguities while representing these GeologicFeature, we formalized them in 
OntoGeonous by encoding their standard definitions, i.e., creating their axioms. As an 
example, the definition of LithotectonicUnit (“Geologic unit defined on the basis of 
structural or deformation features, mutual relations, origin or historical evolution”) is 
translated as follows: 
 
ONTOGEONOUS AXIOM: 
LithotectonicUnit EQUIVALENT TO 
GeologicUnit 
AND  
 (hasInternalGeologicStructure some Foliation) 
AND  
 (isBoundedBy min 2 ShearDisplacementStructure) 
AND  
(isRelatedToEvent some GeologicEvent) 
 
The axiom states that an item must satisfy four conditions at the same time to be classified 
as an instance of the class LithotectonicUnit (because of the “AND” operator between the 
conditions); they are: 
18 
 
1. “GeologicUnit”​: the item must be a generic geologic unit, so it must satisfy all the 
conditions required for that class; 
“AND” 
2. (hasInternalGeologicStructure some Foliation)​: a LithotectonicUnit must have a 
typical internal geometrical arrangement due to a tectonic deformation, expressed 
by a Foliation. 
“AND” 
3.  (isBoundedBy min 2 ShearDisplacementStructure)​: two properties must hold, 
respectively, between the geologic unit and two different instances of 
ShearDisplacementStructure class.  
“AND” 
4. (isRelatedToEvent some GeologicEvent)​: this specifies that a lithotectonic unit must 
be related to an instance of the GeologicEvent class. 
 
The upper part of Fig.5 reports a graphic expression of the ontological representation for 
the instance of a geologic structure named “CanovaFault”. To be classified as a Reverse 
fault, it must satisfy all the conditions required by its superclasses, which are in turn Fault, 
ShearDisplacementStructure, and GeologicStructure. For the axioms related to the latter 
three classes, check the upper part of Fig.7: you can notice that the instances and properties 
required for the definition of CanovaFault are reported in Fig.5. 
The axiom explicitly expresses the relations of some item and its defining features. For 
example, a LithotectonicUnit is related to its internal and bounding GeologicStructure and to 
its GeologicEvent; CanovaFault is related to some GeologicEvent and a number of other 
entities.​ In the context of the geological map interpretation, the most important relation to 
19 
 
be provided with an explicit reference is the one to a GeologicEvent, due to its relevant role 
in the traceability for the interpretation of the geologic history of the map area.​ As 
acknowledged in the literature, these formal categories and properties provide a 
classification for the data of a geologic map (Brodaric et al., 2004) and are conveniently 
stored in a relational database (Richard, 2003) that is usually integrated and accessed 
through GIS software. Now we show how the data of the geological map can be encoded 
through the ontology-driven representation of the geological knowledge, in order to 
support the alignment of different types of information for future interoperability. 
5. PROOF OF CONCEPT: FROM ONTOGEONOUS TO ONTOGEOBASE 
In this section, we apply the ontology classes, axioms, and properties to the design of a 
database logical schema, named OntoGeoBase, and we present its implementation into a 
well-known GIS application.  
OntoGeoBase is a relational database, i.e. a number of tables (the so-called relations) 
consisting of rows and columns. Each row represents an entity (or instance, in ontological 
terms) and the columns represent the attributes of such entity; the whole table represents 
an entity type (or class). The methodology for deploying the OntoGeoBase schema from 
OntoGeonous is described in the following pages.  
Attribute Tables​: Most of the ontological classes that are relevant for the geological 
maps (GeologicUnit, GeologicStructure ) correspond to one or more shapefile in the GIS 
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maps, each one having a dedicated attribute table format (Fig.3). The table columns are 
tailored for each specific class and/or subclass, depending on which are the necessary 
28 GeolomorphologicFeature class is not concerned in this paper, since it is not yet implemented in 
OntoGeonous and OntoGeoBase 
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definitory conditions of that class. The columns are grouped into three main categories: 
“Taxonomy columns”, “Definitory Property columns” and “Other columns” (Fig.4).  
 
Fig.3 Relations between the conceptual classes of the ontology and the correspondent physical layers on the 
GIS map. 
Taxonomy columns​: in OntoGeonous, the main classes have a number of subclasses, 
e.g. the class GeologicStructure subsumes the classes Contact, ShearDisplacementStructure, 
Foliation, Lineation, Fold and Fracture . All the instances belonging to different subclasses 
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of a class will be inserted into the same table, in which a number of columns account for the 
relevant hierarchy levels (chain of subclasses, Fig.2 and Fig.5). This is why these are called 
taxonomy columns (Fig.4b): the goal is to yield a classification of the items at the most 
detailed hierarchy level. The property from OntoGeonous that relates these columns is the 




Definitory Property columns (Required Values)​: definitory properties are those 
employed by the ontology to define axiomatized classes through the necessary and 
sufficient conditions that must hold for an instance to belong to that class. Each table of 
OntoGeoBase has thus a dedicated columns for each property required by OntoGeonous for 
the classification of the instances. As an example, here follows the transposition of the 
LithotectonicUnit axiom (check it in the Section 4) as the “Definitory Property columns” 
section. Since the axiom refers to the conditions for the classification of an instance in the 
LithotectonicUnit class, we translate those conditions as columns of the Lithotectonic table:  
1. ​column INTERNAL_GS​ (hasInternalGeologicStructure),​ with values restricted to Foliation; 
2.​ at least 2 columns labelled BOUNDED_BY ​(isBoundedBy)​ to be filled in the table and only 
with two different instances of ShearDisplacementStructure class, respectively; 
3. ​column​ ​named EVENT ​(isRelatedToEvent) ​filled with a Geologic Event instance. 
Other columns. ​To satisfy specific needs, it is possible to add some columns to the 
OntoGeoBase tables. For instance, to represent n-order of geologic units to which a smaller 
GeologicUnit belongs, it is possible to add n-columns, named “GEOL_UNITn” (GEOL_UNIT​(n) 
isPartOf GEOL_UNIT​(n+1)​). A column “Age” is also included for the chronological 
characterization of the instances and of the GeologicEvent that originated them. 
Other property classes of OntoGeoBase tables derive from the INSPIRE Directive (Data 
Specification on Geology): 
● Description purpose, to specify the intended purpose/level of abstraction for a given 
instance. The possible values are instance, typicalNorm, and definingNorm; 
● Observation method, to specify the approach used to acquire the attribute values for 
an instance (e.g. air photo interpretation, field observation, ...); 
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● Source of the data, to record the source (bibliographic reference) of data (this is not 
a specific property of OntoGeonous). 
Finally, notice that GeologicEvent, one of the four topmost ontological classes, does not 
have a dedicated GIS layer because it never corresponds, directly, to any MappedFeature or 
GeometricalObject. However, GeologicEvent is a conceptual category that can have 
instances (belonging to an encoded list) that have induced remarkable geologic or 
geo-environmental changes in Earth’s history. These instances must have some definitory 
properties (age, process, environment), which are reported in a dedicated table; some of 
them are also reported in some columns of the attribute tables of other ontological classes 
(i.e. in the GIS layers of the GeologicStructure and GeologicUnit class), if a given instance of 
those classes has been related, by inference or interpretation, to one of the encoded 
GeologicEvent. The OntoGeoBase schema implements attributes that descends not only 
from the ontological representation of OntoGeonous, but also from the top-level and 
domain ontologies merged in OntoGeonous. Fig.4 reports three examples of tables, 
graphically split into the taxonomic, definitory and other columns, respectively; a colour 







Fig.4 Attribute tables of OntoGeoBase classes. The columns of OntoGeoBase attribute tables for the 
LithotectonicUnit (4a), GeologicStructure (4b) and LithostratigraphicUnit (4c) are grouped into three categories: 
Name + Taxonomy Columns, Definitory Columns and Other Columns. Some columns are not derived from a 
property of OntoGeonous (blue highlighted), but are included anyway in OntoGeoBase as they are relevant for 
the geologic feature description. The acronym of some columns are reported as “DB Label” in Tab.1 or listed in 
Note   30
Fig.5 (upper part) reports a graphic expression of the ontological knowledge for the instance 
CanovaFault: the GeoScienceML-derived classes are in brown rectangles; classes from the 
CGI vocabularies are in white; classes from the SWEET ontology are in grey; classes from the 
ICS ontology are in blue; Data Properties and/or Object properties are in green and blue 
arrows, respectively. The hierarchical representation of the instance CanovaFault, which 
belongs to the classes ReverseFault/Fault/ShearDisplacementStructure/GeologicStructure of 
GeoScienceML, leads to a direct entry in a row of OntoGeoBase (Fig.5, lower part). The item 
has attributes (reported in the columns of OntoGeoBase) corresponding to the ontology 
properties (as indicated by the blue, green and orange lines), i.e. every column of the 
Taxonomy columns and Definitory Property columns sections of OntoGeoBase is required by 
a formalized concept of OntoGeonous. 
30 Acronyms of the OntoGeoBase columns not included in ​Tab.1​: INTERNAL_GS: internal GeologicStructure; 
GEOSTR_Ty: Geologic Structure Type; GS_SUBCL1-2: GeologicStructure_Subclass1-2; SOURCE: Source; 
OBS_METHOD: ObservationMethod ​sensu INSPIRE Data Specification on Geology​; PURPOSE: Purpose ​sensu 
INSPIRE Data Specification on Geology​; DOMAIN: ​Tectono-stratigraphic​ Domain; PALEOGEO: Paleogeographic 




 ​Fig.5 Ontology-driven description of an item (Canova Fault) of the ReverseFault class and its representation in 
the database. In the upper part, the classes (light brown rounded squares) are linked through the object 
properties (represented by blue arrows) to other classes or to instances (sharp squares); the classes are linked 
by the data properties (green arrows) to encoded values (sharp green squares). The colour of the items 
represent the ontologies which they are part of: CGI vocabularies in white, GeoScienceML GeologicFeature in 
brown, Representation from SWEET ontology in grey, together with its subclass GeochronologicUnit in light 
blue. Every property that link the classes to the values, has a dedicated column of OntoGeoBase (lower part), 
linked by orange arrows to its defining property. For the acronyms of the columns, see Tab.1 and Note​30​. 
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The consistency of a geodatabase is enforced through the design of an appropriate interface 
that constrains the form filling process: in this perspective, some data entry forms have 
been developed, in GIS software, for the geomapping relevant ontological classes 
(GeologicStructure, LithostratigraphicUnit and LithotectonicUnit), so that when entering a 
new item in the map, a window pops up. The window shows a Data Entry Form (Fig.6) that 
constrains the classification of a given item as an instance of a certain encoded class (and/or 
subclass) by the choice of proper Required Values (encoded in OntoGeonous) shown in the 
drop-down menu of each field. The Data Entry Form puts the classification process at work, 
incrementally, since the very first steps of the geological mapping process. 
Fig.6 shows the structure of the interface for the GeologicStructure table, developed in 
Open Source GIS software (GIS 2.8.7-Wien). In Tab.1, all the properties for the description of 
the GeologicStructure instances from the Geological Map of Piemonte (Piana et al., 2017a), 
which is our case study to test the database implementation process, are listed. The fields of 
the Data Entry Form are grouped into five data sheets: NAME, GEOSTR_TY, GS_SUBCL1-2, 
OTHER_C. Among those, the GEOSTR_TY, GS_SUBCL1 and GS_SUBCL2 are dedicated to the 
classification of the items into their proper class and they are named as the corresponding 
OntoGeoBase taxonomy columns. These sheets are organized in two insets, one for the 
choice of the correct class (Taxonomy column, the same reported in the label of the sheet), 
and the other for the compilation of the related Required Values (Definitory property 
columns). 








Fig.6 Data Entry Form for the GeologicStructure class (Geological Map of Piemonte case study). Two of the data 
sheets are represented: in GEOSTR_TY (left) are listed all the properties for the classification of the direct 
subclasses of GeologicStructure (Contact and ShearDisplacementStructure in the case study); GS_SUBCL1 (right) 
contains the properties required for the classification of the possible subclasses of the previous (Fault, 
DuctileShearStructure, UnconformableContact and ConformableContact in the case study). For the acronyms of 
the fields and labels, see Tab.1 and Note​30 
5.1. An example of item classification in OntoGeoBase (GeologicStructure class, Geological 
Map of Piemonte case study)  
Now we apply the OntoGeoBase structure to an example from the Geological Map of 
Piemonte (Piana et al., 2017a); in particular, we show how some instances are classified as a 
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subclass of GeologicStructure (Contact or ShearDisplacementStructure) giving the properties 
required by the axioms (see Fig.7). Fig.7 represents three extracts from OntoGeoBase during 
the process of compilation, which is driven by the Data Entry Form (Fig.6). The two windows 
of Fig.6 are respectively the Data Entry Form for the step represented in Fig.7a (Fig.6 left) 
and Fig.7b (Fig.6 right).  
The column labeled Geostr_Ty (Fig.7a) specifies whether the item is a 
ShearDisplacementStructure or a Contact (both direct subclasses of GeologicStructure); 
hence in the Data Entry Form (Fig.6, left), the corresponding sheet provides all the 
properties and values required by the OntoGeonous axioms (red squares in Fig.7a, left) for 
this classification. 
GS_SUBCL1 (Fig.7b) column can include all of the subclasses of Contact 
(ConformableContact and UnconformableContact) and ShearDisplacementStructure (Fault 
and DuctileShearStructure); Fig.6 (right) shows the corresponding data sheet). Finally, 
GS_SUBCL2 (Fig.7c) could contain all the subclasses of the classes from GS_SUBCL1, with the 
required properties and values that be effectively found by the operator using the dedicated 
Data Entry Form, as previously explained for the Geostr_Ty and GS_SUBCL1.  
Supported by the Data Entry Form shown in Fig.6, an operator could fill in the OntoGeoBase 
tables, even ignoring the structure of OntoGeonous (which operates at a lower level), but 







Fig.7 Extracts of GeologicStructure table. The tables (in gray) show the taxonomy columns of the 
OntoGeoBase GeologicStructureType (a), GeologicStructure_Subclass1 (b) and GeologicStructure_Subclass2 (c). 
The classes that the instance belongs to are highlighted in yellow inside the schema of the relevant taxonomy 
of OntoGeonous (green squares) , while their axiom are in the red square box labelled “OntoGeonous Axioms”. 
The values for the classification of the instance are listed in the blue squares “Required Values”, in which the 
numbers refer to the ID of “OntoGeonous Axioms” properties (see also Tab.1). For the acronyms of the columns 
see Tab.1 and Note​30 ​.​ SDS and DSS are the abbreviations for “ShearDisplacementStructure” and 
“DuctileShearStructure” respectively.  
6. SUMMARY OF THE METHOD AND DISCUSSION 
Finally, we sum up the method we have implemented to represent the knowledge 
underlying a geological map through a controlled vocabulary licensed by ontology, claimed 
as a basic condition for the perspective of data sharing, and discuss pros and cons.  
The aim of the paper is to present how the geological knowledge can be represented 
without ambiguities and compliant with standard vocabularies through the use of an 
ontology. The properties in the axioms represent explicit relations over the geological 
feature contained in a geological map. The most important encoded concept is the one 
regarding the geologic event, as it is crucial to the reconstruction of the evolution and 
geologic history of the map area. However, we have to remark that our method does not yet 
cover all the geological concepts commonly used in a traditional geological mapping 
processes, as​ geological map (and the associated map legend) is not simply the sum of the 
items stored in the relevant geodatabase​. Rules for the graphical representation of the 
geological features can be derived also from the general, not-encoded, geologic knowledge 
of the mapped region, as well as of its evolution through geological times. Although many 
efforts have been addressed to encode the most of terms and concepts, some knowledge 
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contents usually referred to draw a geological map (e.g “paleogeographic domain” or 
“post-orogenic event”, see Fig.4c “Not Encoded Concepts”) although not encoded yet, are 
still necessary and thus widely used. They will possibly be encoded in some ontological 
format in the future and contribute directly to the method. 
Finally, to apply this method to a real project of geological mapping we have proposed a 
method to translate the ontology into database columns and related data entry form for the 
compilation of the database itself. The whole method is summarized in Fig.8. 
 
Fig.8 Conceptual map of the proposed methodology workflow. 
 
The proposed approach, can lead to an improvement of the representation of geological 
knowledge for three main groups of reasons: 
a) Encoding of geological theories applied at large​: the organization provided by 
OntoGeonous allows to represent in a consistent way several types of knowledge 
concerning on the geological mapping process. The classification of the geological 
objects as instances belonging to some classes and the encoded representation of 
theis properties (which explicit their mutual relations) favours the alignment 
between the peculiar attributes given to the geologic features of the map and the 
more general knowledge about the geological evolution of the mapped region. The 
latter is often very complex and it is usually conceived by geologists at the 
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knowledge level of a “GeoScienceTheory” sensu Brodaric (2012), in which there are 
concepts (prototypes) founded on theories, and real objects (individuals) depicted 
on the map and founded on significant data. This means that the inference chains 
necessary to derive a Map Legend from a model of the real world (concerning a 
given mapped area) consist in theory-driven propositions and predictions, as well as 
in data-driven inductions. In traditional geological maps, a graphic legend 
(description of the instances and their parental relations) and a number of ancillary 
maps and graphs are usually used to share the understandings of the geological 
setting of the mapped area (with relevant uncertainty, Balestro and Piana, 2007) and 
how it repeatedly changed through geological times. In the proposed approach, the 
discretization of the geological evolution of a region into some encoded Geologic 
Events, which have explicit properties (age, process, environment…) and into 
encoded hierarchy relations between the mapped features, should allow for a formal 
representation, in an ontology-driven database structure, of the geological evolution 
of that region. In this frame, the geologic features can be clearly represented as they 
are now (by their geometrical and physical properties) and also as the result of some 
geologic events which have determined their relations, and from which they have 
inherited some properties. 
b) Encoding of geological objects by​ ​ontological axioms and inferences into table 
attributes.​ OntoGeoBase is designed over the structure of the ontology: every 
information that is planned to be recorded as a column in the tables is a 
transposition of the axioms of the classes that include all the types of mapped 
features. Hence, the reasoning processes of the ontology, following its rigorous 
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rules, can support the classification of the items, and can be re-traced back 
afterwards, to verify or update the inferences. 
c) The OntoGeoBase structure can be integrated on every kind of GIS system, in order 
to fill in the geo database directly in the field, forcing the geologist to classify the 
instances in the proper logical and semantic framework from the very beginning. The 
ontology OntoGeonous relies on a number of properties that relate the geological 
features one another. The same links are expressed in the OntoGeoBase through a 
number of columns meant to be filled with defined values listed in drop-down menu 
of a Data Entry Form. These ensure the exclusive use of encoded terms, avoiding the 
use of non-standard terms or definitions. However, as mentioned above, not all the 
geological knowledge is already encoded, and many non-formalized terms and 
concepts are still used in the maps. For instance, in several geomapping projects the 
conceptual alignment between the main map and its ancillary maps is usually poor 
and the use of standard concepts in a non-fully conformable way is recurrent. An 
effort toward an encoding of knowledge could thus lead to a wider alignment 
between the implicit knowledge used to conceive a geological map and its actual 
representation, consisting of many individual mapped features, each one with its 
own formalized attributes.  
7. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we propose a method for the representation of the geological knowledge 
underlying a map, supported by the formal structure of an ontology. Ontologies address 
human thinking in a formal language and a machine-readable representation, open to 
reasoning procedures and traceability of information.  
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The feasibility of the method is demonstrated through the implementation of an 
ontology-driven design database; axioms, properties, and relations of the ontology become 
columns in the database, thus every inserted item is described and classified according to 
the rules of the ontology. 
The use of the standard vocabularies enforced by the ontology provides unambiguous 
definitions for the items, but also for the types of relations among them. This would 
guarantee a rigorous semantic organization and provide rules for the reasoning processes, 
which are essential for the item classification task. 
The proposed approach aims to favour data sharing and interoperability, and a suitable use 
of data for different purposes and applications. This methodology would make easier the 
replicability of the logic processes of knowledge acquisition and will get the inference 
processes, which are intrinsic to the geological mapping task, more explicit. 
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Computer Code Availability 
To demonstrate the feasibility of the approach presented here, we have devised an 
interface simulation (shown in Fig.6) as a proof of concept. However, the development of an 
original running software has been not yet done.  
The interface (Data Entry Form) has been created using a tool of the Open Source software 
Quantum GIS 2.8.9 “Wien”, downloaded from ​https://www.qgis.org/it/site/​.  
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OntoGeobase was also developed using the above-cited software.  
OntoGeonous was implemented using ​the Protégé resource, which is supported by grant 
GM10331601 from the National Institute of General Medical Sciences of the United States 
National Institutes of Health ​(Musen, 2015), downloaded from 
https://protege.stanford.edu/ 
All the software resources mentioned above are available through the URL 
https://di.unito.it/ontogeonouscode 
In particular, at the URL, it is possible to find: 
1) the OntoGeonous ontology (file ontogeonous.owl), which can be opened through the 
Protégé editor; 
2) the database (OntoGeoBase) structure through a QGIS project folder (zip file 
GISproject_Database.zip) by clicking on the file CaGeo_DB.qgs it will be possible to access 
the structure of the Attribute Table of layers GeologicStructure, LithostratigraphicUnit and 
Lithotectonic Unit; 
3) the Data Entry Form structure through a QGIS project folder (zip file 
GISproject_DataEntryForm.zip) by clicking on the file CaGeo_DEF.qgs. 
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